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Ping pong Tonament at SGIC 

We held a "Ping-Pong tournament" at SGIC from April 8th  to April
14th. There were many students that  joined the tournament.
On Day 1 to 3 of the tournament it was the preliminary rounds. On Day
4 of the tournament it was the semi final and on the 5th day it was the 
finals game!

There were many stories from this tournament! For example, some of
them who had a lot of confidence lost and those who didn't have
confidence won! 

It made all student who were watching their game even SGIC staffs
excited! Those students who weren't playing ping-pong at that time also
joined the game by cheering!

The student pictured above was the winner of the tournament. As a
prize, he got free gift card at Cineplex!!!! Congratulations!!!

After the final game, we also held raffle. Some student got free popcorn
ticket, a free upgrade movie ticket which they can upgrade their regular
seat to VIP seat and many more! When the staff were choosing names
card, the students looked very nervous and everybody was so quiet!!!
The students who were picked were so happy.

Since Ontario had strict restrictions for Covid-19, we couldn't have
our welcome party as an activity. However, our life is getting back
normal so we could finally have our welcome party for the new
students!

We went to  "WAREHOUSE" and had fun spending time together!
There were many students from different countries and they were
able to learn more about each other. At the beginning, they were a
little shy with each other, but after their first drink students were
able to open up and it was easier to talk each other about their
country, school life and their life in their countries etc....

During the welcome party it was one of the student's birthday as
well so, SGIC staff prepared a cake for him and celebrated with all as  
surprise!

He wasn't expected it and he was so happy!!!! His face made us
happy as well.
Welcome to SGIC and let's enjoy studying and create 
 memories together:)
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My dream was coming to another country to study English.
When I study English in Brazil, I couldn't keep studying English even I tried
because I was busy to work my job. That's why she decided to come to study
here. Of course it took time to improve my English and for only 1 month it is
difficult to improve my English gradually.
But when I arrived here, I couldn't speak English at all. Compare to that time, I was
able to communicate with someone in English a little, thanks to SGIC. I was able
to interact with students from other countries.
This is amazing and fantastic experience to me.
When I need helped, SGIC staff, teachers and classmates always helped me.
I like SGIC environment which is friendly and cozy atmosphere.
 I recommended SGIC and one of my friends come to Toronto next year with me!
I will continue studying English and keep improving myself.

Josefa Magna Alves de Souza from Brazil

Happy graduation and congratulations to those
who were chosen as ”Best of student" and "Most

Improved"!!
We were happy to spend time together with all of you!

SGIC staff wish you all the best in your future.
Please do not forget your time here at SGIC with your

awesome  friends!

Graduation  (April 22, 2022) 


